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Chapter 2:
Terminology
and Preliminaries

ontology entity <dv:29> ISA

ontology DEF

An ontology can be either a named or an unnamed 
ontology. Ontologies
can also be regarded as ontology entities and can have 
axioms to describe them,
especially with annotation axioms (e.g. to state the 
authoring institution or version
information).

property

ISA
data property

REL connects with literal <dv:31>

REL represents data value DEF
A data value is not represented by a URI but rather by a 
literal, the syntactic
representation of a concrete value. <dv:31>

DEF

The mapping between the literal and the data
value is given by a datatype map. For example, the 
typed literal "4"^^xsd:int is
mapped to the number 4. <dv:31>

DEF
Data properties connect an
individual with a data value.

object property DEF
Object properties connect two individuals with each 
other.

REL ist given by property expression <dv:30> ISA
complex property expression ISA

property chain DEF

Note that this is not a definition of uncle (since uncle 
may also be the chaining of the properties parent, 
sister, and husband). Since there are no boolean 
operators on properties (i.e. property unions, 
intersections, and complements) we cannot actually 
define uncle.

e.g. the property uncle can be described as a 
superproperty
of the chaining of the properties parent and brother by 
using the following axiom:
SubPropertyOf(PropertyChain(parent brother) uncle)

A property chain is the property expression that 
connects several property expressions in a chain

inverse property DEF For an example, child
is the inverse property of parent. Instead of giving the 
inverse property the property
name parent, we could have used the property 
expression InverseOf(child)
instead.

An inverse property is the property expression that is 
used when the subject
and the object exchange their place in a property 
instantiation.

property name

DEF

Properties are given by a property expression. Most 
often, a property expression is just a property name. 
The only complex property expressions are
inverse properties and property chains.

class

REL is given by class expression <dv:30> ISA

complex class description

REL uses construct

ISA

restriction ISA

self-restriction DEF
on a property P , stating that an instance has to be 
connected to itself via P

qualified number restriction

unqualifed number restriction

universal restriction DEF
on a property P and a class C, constructing a class 
where the instances have all their P property values be 
instances of C

existential restriction DEF a class of all instances where the property exists

set operation ISA

nominal DEF
A nominal defines the extension of a class by listing all 
instances explicitly.

complement

union

intersection

DEF

The constructs are set operations or restrictions.

A complex class expression defines a class with the help 
of other entities of the ontology. In order to create these 
expressions, a number of constructs can be used.

class name DEF Class names do not carry any
further formal information about the class.

A class name is simply the name, i.e. a URI, of a class.

DEF
A class is given by a class expression.

A class is a set of individuals. <dv: 30>

individual

ISA anonymous individual DEF

An anonymous individual does not have a URI but 
provides only a local name
instead. This means that the individual can not be 
identified directly from outside of
the given ontology, but only through indirect means like 
inverse functional prop-
erties, keys, or nominals.

DEF

Individuals can be given by their name or as an 
anonymous individual. An
individual can be any entity with an identity (otherwise 
it would not be possible to
identify that entity with an identifier).

ontology element <dv:29>
SUP <dv:25>

ontology entity

axiom

DEF
Ontology elements are both axioms and ontology 
entities. <dv:25>

axiom

ISA

annotation <dv:29> DEF

The most widely deployed annotation is rdf:label. It 
connects an element with a
human-readable label. <dv:29>

An annotation connects an element by an annotation 
property with an annotation value. Elements can be 
either entities, ontologies, or axioms. An
annotation has no impact on the DL semantics, but adds 
further information about
the elements. <dv:29>

terminological axiom <dv:26> ISA

property axiom DEF
the only property expressions are inverse property
and property chains.

A property axiom describes formal semantics of 
properties.

class axiom BY SOME form

disjoint union

SOME DisjointUnion

DEF

A disjoint union has the form (for i ≥ 2):
DisjointUnion(C D 1 D 2 ... D i )
stating that the class C is a union of all classes D n , 1 ≤ 
n ≤ i, and at the same time
the classes D n , 1 ≤ n ≤ i are all mutually disjoint. A 
disjoint union is also called a
complete partition or a covering axiom.

SYN
covering axiom

complete partition

disjoint

SOME DisjointClasses

DEF

A disjoint is an axiom of the form (for i ≥ 2):
DisjointClasses(C 1 C 2 ... C i )
with C n , 1 ≤ n ≤ i, being class expressions. The axiom 
states that two classes
have no common individuals.

class equivalence

SOME EquivalentClasses

ISA

complex class equivalence

ISA definition DEF

As an example, a mother can be completely described
by the following axiom:
EquivalentClasses(Mother IntersectionOf(Woman
SomeValuesFrom(child Thing)))
defining a Mother as a Woman with a child.

A
definition is the strongest statement about a class 
name, offering both a sufficient and
necessary condition by means of the complex class 
description. Thus, a definition
offers the complete meaning of a name by building on 
the meaning of the names used
in the defining class expression

If any of the two classes in a class equivalence is a class 
name and the other a
complex class expression, then the axiom is a definition 
of the class name.

DEF

In a complex class equivalence both classes are 
complex class expressions,
and thus the axiom defines an intricate condition on the 
possible models. Just like
complex subsumptions such axioms and their 
implications may be hard to under-
stand. <dv:27>

simple class equivalence DEF

In a simple class equivalence, both class expressions of 
the class equivalence axiom are class names. This is 
similar to a synonym, since it states that two names 
mean the same class, i.e. that they have the same 
extension. <dv:27>

subsumption

ISA

description

ISA

named class is superclass DEF

If the named class is the superclass, then the complex 
class expression
offers a sufficient condition of the named class, i.e. each 
individual fitting to the
complex class expression will also be an individual of 
the named class. <dv: 27>

named class is subclass DEF

If the named class is
the subclass, then the complex class expression offers a 
necessary condition of the
named class, i.e. each individual in the named class 
must also fit to the complex class
expression. <dv: 27>

DEF

Descriptions
are among the most interesting axioms in an ontology, 
and they are the namesake of
description logics. <dv: 27>

In a description, either the subclass is a class name and 
the superclass a complex
class expression, or the other way around. This 
describes the named class, i.e. the
complex class expression is a condition of the named 
class.

complex subsumption DEF

In a complex subsumption both the subclass and the 
superclass are complex
class expressions. A complex subsumption thus sets an 
intricate restriction on the
possible models of the ontology. Such restrictions may 
be rather hard to understand
by users of the ontology.

simple subsumption DEF

In a simple subsumption both the subclass and the 
superclass are class names
instead of more complex class expressions. Simple 
subsumptions form the backbone
of class hierarchies.

DEF

This axiom
states that every individual in the extension of C also 
has to be in the extension of
D. This means that individuals in C are described as 
being individuals in D. For
example,
SubClassOf(Square P olygon)
describes squares as polygons.

A subsumption has the following form:
SubClassOf(C D)
with C (the subclass) and D (the superclass) being class 
expressions. <dv:26>

SOME SubClassOf

fact <dv:25>
BY SOME form

individual inequality SOME DifferentIndividuals

Individual equality SOME SameIndividual

negative attribute SOME NegativePropertyAssertion(R a v)

attribute

DEF

uses almost the same form as a relation:
PropertyAssertion(R a v)
with a being an individual name, R being a datatype 
property expression and v being a literal. <dv:26>

SOME PropertyAssertion(R a v)

SYN datatype property instance

negative relation
DEF

This means that the tuple (a, b) is not in the extension 
of the set R. Semantically,
this was already possible to be indirectly stated in OWL 
DL by using the following
statement:
SubClassOf(OneOf(a) AllValuesFrom(R 
ComplementOf(OneOf(b))))
It is easy to see that the new syntax is far easier to 
understand

SOME NegativePropertyAssertion(R a b)

relation

DEF

Informally it means that the property R pointing from a 
to b holds – e.g. saying
that Germany has the capital Berlin. In the example, 
Germany and Berlin are indi-
vidual names, and capital is the name of the property 
that holds between them. The
actual instantiation of this property is thus called the 
relation. Semantically it means
that the tuple (a, b) is in the extension of the set R. <dv:
25>

has the form
PropertyAssertion(R a b)
with a and b being individual names and R being an 
object property expression. <dv:25>

SOME PropertyAssertion(R a b)

SYN object property instance

instantiation

DEF This is the
same as stating that a has the type C. Semantically that 
means that the individual
that has the name a is in the extension of the set 
described by C. <dv:25>

has the form
`ClassAssertion(C a)`
with C being a class expression and a being an 
individual name. <dv:25>

SOME ClassAssertion

SYN class instantiation

SYN individual axiom

DEF

An axiom is the smallest unit of knowledge within an 
ontology. It can be either a terminological axiom, a fact, 
or an annotation. Terminological axioms are either class 
axioms or property axioms. <dv:25>

RDF Graph BY SOME RDF document <dv:24> BY SOME serialization <dv:24>
SOME N3

SOME RDF/XML

ontology document

BY SOME representation SOME RDF graph

BY SOME serialization <dv:24>

SOME Manchester Syntax
(Horridge et al., 2006)

SOME KAON2 ontology serialization

SOME OWL Functional Syntax

SOME OWL XML presentation syntax

SOME RDF/XML

DEF

An infinite number
of different ontology documents can describe the same 
ontology.

As such, it
is an information resource, usually a file, and thus an 
artifact that can be processed by
a machine.

a particular serialization of an ontology

ontology <dv:23>

BY is_written SOME ontology language web ontology

BY SOME representation <dv:24> SOME RDF graph

SOME semantic web ontology language

DEF
Web ontologies are *ontologies* that are written in one 
of the standardized *Semantic Web ontology languages*.

DEF

a (possibly named) set of axioms. Axioms are stated in 
an ontology language. If all axioms of an ontology are 
stated in the same ontology language,
then the ontology as a whole is in that ontology 
language. <dv:23>

ontology language <dv:23>

ISA
semantic web ontology language

EX

OWL

RDFS

RDF

DEF

According to the Semantic Web ontology languages, 
ontologies do not include only
terminological knowledge – definitions of the terms 
used to describe data, and the
formal relations between these terms – but may also 
include the knowledge bases
themselves, i.e. terms describing individuals and ground 
facts asserting the state of
affairs between these individuals. Even though such 
knowledge bases are often not
regarded as being ontologies (see (Obrst et al., 2007) 
for an example), for the re-
mainder of this thesis we follow the OWL standard and 
regard ontologies as artifacts
encompassing both the terminological as well as the 
assertional knowledge.

All these languages are standardized by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), a public standards 
body overseeing standards
relevant to the development of the Web.

web ontology DEF

EX

first order logic

F-logic

Ontolingua

DEF

An ontology language defines which language 
constructs (i.e. which types of
axioms) can be used in an ontology in that language. 
The ontology language also
defines the formal semantics of that language. A big 
number of ontology languages
have been suggested in the last twenty years, such as 
Ontolingua (Farquhar et al.,
1996), F-logic (Kifer et al., 1995), or plain first order 
logic. <dv:23>
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